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We always like to share the  success  of  our clients.  Arkia Airlines,  an Israel
based airline,  has  recently  gone  under  IOSA.  The  airline has implemented 
the eDocs--Aero Suite for Documentation Management earlier this year, to serve 
across the  entire  operation.  After only a few months,  the system helped Arkia 
Airlines to pass the IOSA with Zero faults!  The auditors were  impressed with 
both Arkia's  cross  organizational order, as well as the eDocs-Aero system that 
helped building it, in such short time.  

Over the course of last year, with several implementations in different countries,
facing various regulatory demands, GlobaleDocs has added  and improved some
features in the eDocs-Aero Suite.   The  MRS (Master Revision Status) now has
separate listing for controlled and non -controlled documents,  and  can  also  be
exported to a file, for auditing purposes. Default file size limitations were raised, 
backup is more frequent, and minor display features make for easier viewing.

 

With all its benefits, Cloud computing still evolves, and new tools are constantly
offered to service providers and clients.  GlobaleDocs  has adopted the Amazon
"Cloud Front", making your use of the system even faster: the more you access
a certain file,  the faster you will get it the next time,  and  the  user  experience
keeps getting faster the more he uses the system. 

 

The Aviation industry is  busy with Training. But the real target is often missed: 
Going through simulator, or 'Winter training', does not guarantee your Qualifications are met, 
and are valid!  eDocs-QTM  (Qualifications & Training Management) brings  an  innovative
approach - focusing on Qualifications Management,  thus Training now becomes a resource.
The eDocs-QTM is also effective, because it gives you an intuitive  system that works  across

 the full regulatory scope - from the qualifications database,  through smart training planning,
 to personal employee files with  qualifications' status,  notifications,  feedbacks  and  statistics.  

YOU get full regulatory compliance,  better planning,  AND lower training costs.
 This is really an industry changer,  that you need to  SEE!  Contact us for a  free  demo!
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The summer's big news - eDocs-QTM is here!   Read below 


